Near-infrared, JHKL, photometry of 239 Galactic carbon-rich variable stars is presented and discussed. From these and published data the stars were classified as Mira or non-Mira variables and amplitudes and pulsation periods, ranging from 222 to 948 days for the Miras, were determined for most of them. A comparison of the colour and period relations with those of similar stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud indicates minor differences, which may be the consequence of sample selection effects. Apparent bolometric magnitudes were determined by combining the mean JHKL fluxes with mid-infrared photometry from IRAS and MSX. Then, using the Mira period luminosity relation to set the absolute magnitudes, distances were determined -to greater accuracy than has hitherto been possible for this type of star. Bolometric corrections to the K magnitude were calculated and prescriptions derived for calculating these from various colours. Mass-loss rates were also calculated and compared to values in the literature.
INTRODUCTION
Intrinsic carbon stars are produced when asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars experience sufficient dredge-up to change their surface carbon to oxygen ratios from C/O < 1 to C/O > 1. Exactly how and when this occurs depend on the initial mass and the abundances of the star in question, but the details remain controversial. It has been known for a long while that the majority of the C stars in the Magellanic Clouds were low mass objects (e.g. Iben 1981 ), but it has only recently been possible to model the production of C stars among relatively low mass stars (e.g. Stancliffe et al. 2005) .
In attempting to find an appropriate group of local C stars to study it is natural to examine the large amplitude tometry of C variables observable from the southern hemisphere. Subsequent papers will deal with radial velocities and northern C-rich Miras (Menzies et al. 2006, Paper II) and the kinematics of the full sample (Feast et al. 2006, Paper III) .
SOURCE SELECTION
Much of the JHKL photometry reported here comes from two specific programmes; first, stars selected from the catalogue of Aaronson et al. (1989) and secondly, stars selected from the IRAS Point Source Catalogue (IRAS Science Team 1985) , henceforth referred to as the 'Aaronson' and 'IRAS' samples, respectively. The stars from each group were monitored for several years to determine their pulsation periods and to establish the characteristics of their variability. These data were supplemented by observations of C stars that had been obtained from SAAO over the years as part of other programmes. In general stars were selected to be south of declination +30
o for ease of monitoring from Sutherland. Aaronson et al. (1989) published velocities and JHK photometry for C stars. The stars selected for monitoring were chosen on the basis of their colours ((H − K)0 > 0.8) (using a very rough estimate of the reddening correction) or their K variability as potential Mira variables which could be used to establish the kinematic properties of the C Miras (the colour criterion may have resulted in the omission of some C Miras, but the objective was to find stars with a high probability of being C Miras rather than to be complete). These stars are identified with an 'A' in column 10 (G) of Table 1 . Data are reported here for 60 such stars, including three which are probably not C stars.
The IRAS sample was selected from the Point Source Catalogue (PSC) using the following 3 criteria: spectral types 4n, indicating SiC features in the LRS spectra; 25 to 12 µm flux ratio, F25/F12 > 0.4; 12 µm flux, F12 > 40 Jy. The flux ratio criterion was intended to isolate stars with dust shells; while the limit to the 12 µm flux was intended to ensure that the stars would be observable, at least at K and L, on the 0.75m at Sutherland. Note that the spectral-type criterion will have resulted in the omission of C Miras without SiC shells, but again the objective was to find stars with a high probability of being C-rich Miras rather than to be complete. Some of the stars selected in this way were already being observed as part of other programmes; nevertheless, they will be identified as part of the 'IRAS' sample for the purpose of the discussion below. These stars are identified with an 'I' in column 10 (G) of Table 1 . Data are presented for 96 such IRAS sources, including five which are unlikely to be C stars.
A further 32 C-stars with IRAS photometry have F25/F12 > 0.4, but with F12 < 40. These were not chosen on the basis of their IRAS characteristics but are identified here with an 'i' in column 10 (G) as an interesting group to compare with their brighter counterparts. Five of the stars selected in this way are probably not C stars.
A number of sources from the Aaronson and IRAS samples were identified by the selection criteria mentioned above, but observations proved impossible because of severe crowding.
There are only two stars in common between the Aaronson and the IRAS samples, although another 8 are found in the faint IRAS sample. This might suggest that the fainter IRAS sources are not simply more distant but that they actually have thinner shells than their brighter counterparts. The names of the C stars are listed in Table 1 in one of the forms recognizable by the SIMBAD data base, with preference being given to a variable star designation (from Samus et al. 2004, henceforth GCVS) where one exists. IRAS names are also listed, and are used throughout this paper without the 'IRAS' prefix. The C numbers listed in the table are from the updated version of Stephenson's Catalogue of Galactic Carbon Stars (Alksnis et al. 2001) . Most of the coordinates were taken from Cutri et al. (2003, henceforth 2MASS) .
At the end of Table 1 18 stars are listed which were observed as part of the programme, but which are either peculiar in some way or are probably not bona fide C stars. Peculiarities include transitional objects, i.e. SC stars.
INFRARED PHOTOMETRY
The detailed SAAO photometry is reported in Table 3 for the first star only, the full dataset of photometry is available electronically. The table gives times of the observations as Julian Date (JD) followed by the JHKL mags measured for that date. It is organized in order of right ascension with the dubious C stars (the 18 listed at the end of Table 1 ) mixed among the definite ones. Where measurements were not made, usually at J or L because the star was too faint, the column is left blank. Most of the JHKL measurements were made with the MkII infrared photometer on the 0.75-m telescope at SAAO, Sutherland. They are on the current SAAO system as defined by Carter (1990) . A few measurements were made on the SAAO 1.9-m and these have been transformed to the SAAO system 1 . These are marked '1.9m' in the last column of the table.
The post-1979 photometry is accurate to better than ±0.03 mag at JHK, and to better than ±0.05 mag at L; observations with J > 13.0, measured using the 1.9m telescope, or J > 10.4 measured using the 0.75m, are good to ±0.06 at J. Measurements marked with a colon are accurate to better than 0.1 mag. Some older (pre-1979) measurements were reported by Catchpole et al. (1979) . The measurements listed here differ slightly from those in Catchpole et al., because they have been corrected to Carter's improved values for the standard stars. These measurements are slightly less accurate than the more modern values, but see Catchpole et al. for details. 9 50 58  -2  1 43  2635  09484-6242  09484-6242  9 49 49  -62 56  9  2645  09513-5324  09513-5324  9 53  7  -53 38 54  X  I 2653  09529-5506  09529-5506  9 54 41  -55 20 16  X  I 2660  09533-6021  09533-6021  9 54 52  -60 35 26  i 2663  09521-7508  09521-7508  9 52 30  -75 22 28  I 2664  09586-6150  09586-6150  10  0  9  -62  5 19  i 6344  10019-6156  10019-6156  10  3 29  -62 10 37  2691  10023-5946  10023-5946  10  3 58  -60  0 37  X  2692  10026-5849  10026-5849  10  4 20  -59  4  0  X  6347  10052-5906  10052-5906  10  6 57  -59 21 25  X  2703  10098-5742  10098-5742  10 11 35  -57 57 53  X  i 6352  10109-5958  10109-5958  10 12 40  -60 13 30  X  2720  RW LMi  10131+3049 10 16  2 +30 34 19  2724  10130-5703  10130-5703  10 14 49  -57 18 45  X  i  10136-5743  10136-5743  10 15 27  -57 58 11  X  2729  10145-6046  10145-6046  10 16 13  -61  1 43  2734  10149-5919  10149-5919  10 16 43  -59 34 52  X  2735  10151-6008  10151-6008  10 16 50  -60 23 55  X  i 6354  10175-5957  10175-5957  10 19 17  -60 12 52  X  2745  10199-5801  10199-5801  10 21 44  -58 16 35  X  i 6363  10220-5858  10220-5858  10 23 49  -59 13 54  X  6366  CPD-58 2175  10231-5823  10 24 (Keenan & Boeshaar 1980) . 7. SC star (Lloyd Evans 1991). 8. SIMBAD quotes spectral type other than C. 9. S star (Lloyd Evans & Catchpole 1989) . 10. Not a C star (Aaronson et al. 1989) . 11. C star with silicate shell (Skinner et al. 1990) . 12. Not a C star (Chen et al. 2003) . 13. Not a C star, e.g. Groenewegen (1994) and references therein. C? These have been suggested as C rich on the basis of their infrared colours or IRAS spectra, but the evidence is inconclusive. 5 †These stars are discussed in the section 11 on long term trends. * These are stars for which the second parameter of the variable type depends on the combination of our observations and photometry from other sources. V718 Tau Epchtein et al. (1990) and 2MASS data obtained before and after SAAO observations, at phases which are similar to our faintest measurements (i.e. not in the gap) suggest that it has been much fainter (K=3.94, 3.88 respectively, ∆K ∼ 0.7) and redder, than the faintest SAAO measurements. 05418-3224 An observation by Epchtein et al. (1990) predating ours is 3 and 5 mag brighter at K and J respectively. 2MASS photometry contemporaneous with ours and Fouqué et al. (1992) measurements predating ours are within the range shown in our light curve. We therefore class this star as showing obscuration events, but note that the evidence is very limited. V617 Mon Although Noguchi et al. (1981) present measures distinctly different from ours, a comparison with 2MASS suggests they actually observed BD+08 o 1312, an M star about one arcmin away from V617 Mon. 06531-0216 Note that the 2MASS (K = 4.45) and Epchtein et al. (1990) (K = 2.89) observations do not agree with the phasing of the SAAO data. The period must therefore be regarded as uncertain.
[ABC89]Car105 The Aaronson et al. (1989) observation (K = 5.41), which predates the SAAO photometry, is much fainter than our minimum (K = 4.48). This may indicate an obscuration event.
[W65] c2 While the 2MASS, the 1985 Aaronson et al. (1989) and the SAAO observations differ by less than 0.1 mag at K, the 1988 Aaronson et al. photometry is considerably fainter (J = 9.14, K = 7.21). 12394-4338 The Fouqué et al. (1992) observation (J = 8.55, K = 4.48) is significantly fainter at K, but not at J, than the SAAO minimum (J = 8.60, K = 3.74), while the 2MASS and Epchtein et al. (1990) observations are comparable to those listed here.
[ABC89]Cir27 The Aaronson et al. (1989) measurement (K = 3.87) is significantly brighter than the SAAO maximum (K = 4.57) and may indicate that the source was obscured during the SAAO observations. 15471-5644 Too crowded for measurement at JHK, but 2MASS has K = 14.8 and Groenewegen et al. (1993) have K = 11.4, L = 4.6, so it is certainly a large amplitude variable. 17446-4048 The Fouqué et al. (1992) measurement (K = 4.81) is significantly fainter than the SAAO minimum (K = 4.21) and may indicate the star was being obscured at the time the observation was made. 2MASS is also faint (K = 4.65). 18036-2344 The Guglielmo et al. (1993) measurement (K = 6.53) is significantly fainter than the SAAO minimum (K = 5.81) and may indicate that the star was in an obscuration phase. 18269-1257 2MASS has K = 8.02 on JD 2450937, so all our observations are near maximum and P ∼ 700 days.
Some of the photometry discussed in the present paper has already been published by Whitelock et al. (1994 Whitelock et al. ( , 1995 Whitelock et al. ( , 1997 , Olivier et al. (2001) , Feast et al. (1985 Feast et al. ( , 2003 , Groenewegen et al. (1998) or by Lloyd Evans (1997) . All of these data are included in the electronic table for ease of reference. A small number of measurements were made at SAAO as part of other programmes by T. Lloyd Evans and/or by S. Bagnulo and I. Short. These are used in the means quoted and in the diagrams, but the basic data will be published elsewhere. Individual observations of some objects also appeared in other papers without dates (e.g. Gaylard & Whitelock 1988; Gaylard et al. 1989) ; these measurements are included in the present tabulation.
IRAS and MSX data
Because energy distributions of C stars typically peak between 3 and 10 µm, a measure of the energy output beyond the L band is important for estimating their bolometric flux. Following earlier work (e.g. Whitelock et al. , 2003 we use the IRAS 12 and 25 fluxes and, where possible, supplement these with data from the MSX survey (Egan et al. 2003 ) using the A-(8.28µm), C-(12.13µm) and D-(14.65µm) bands.
IRAS photometry was taken preferentially from the IRAS Faint Source Catalogue (FSC Moshir et al. 1989) or from the PSC (IRAS Science Team 1989). The IRAS fluxes for CW Leo were taken from the PSC rather than the FSC as these were more consistent with comparable values from the literature (Gezari, Pitts & Schmitz 1997) . The IRAS photometry was colour corrected using the prescription from the IRAS explanatory supplement for the purpose of calculating bolometric magnitudes only. For the discussion of colours etc. the raw magnitudes were used.
There are 18 stars which have no IRAS fluxes, but 13 of these have been measured in the MSX A-band. The remaining 5 sources all have K − L < 1.0 and the long wavelength fluxes will not make a significant contribution to their bolometric magnitude (in fact one of them, V354 Cen, is probably not a C star and only two, V874 Aql and [ABC]Car93, are classed as C Miras).
The MSX data were extracted from the complete MSX6C catalogue in the Galactic Plane (|b| 6 o ) and the high latitude, |b| > 6 o , subsections only. A few of our sources have detections in the low reliability sources ([ABC89]Car5) and singleton source (extracted from a single scan but with good fluxes: Y Tau, CL Mon, 07080-0106, 07220-2324, FF Pup, 08340-3357, MU Vel, 09533-6021, 10145-6046, TV Vel, 11145-6534) sections of the catalogue, but a close examination suggested these were unreliable, e.g. some singleton sources showed unphysical colours.
The very bright sources appear to be saturated in the MSX-A band, which is more sensitive than any of the others, as can be seen in the plot of A − C against C (Fig. 1) . The four very bright stars are II Lup, V1417 Aql, V1418 Aql and V1965 Cyg. Their MSX-A magnitudes are inconsistent with other MSX and IRAS magnitudes, although this is not clear from the flags provided with the catalogue. It appears that among this type of object anything brighter than 270 Jy at C will be saturated at A.
Note also from Fig. 1 , the difference in the A−C colours of stars, particularly Miras, that are brighter and fainter Some of these observation of R Scl were published by Lloyd Evans (1997) and by Whitelock et al. (1995 Whitelock et al. ( , 1997 . Ortiz et al. 2005 ) using IRAS and MSX data respectively. The solid line on both figures is the blackbody locus, while the dashed line provides a rough division between C-and O-rich stars, which in the case of the MSX figure has been copied directly from Ortiz et al. The division is far from being a precise one and stars close to the line must be regarded as having uncertain chemical type unless spectroscopic information is available. Nevertheless, most of the programme stars fall in the region you would have expected given their C-rich nature. A similar separation can be achieved using slightly different combinations of colours, as was discussed, e.g., by Guglielmo et al. (1993) .
In the MSX diagram the four peculiar non-Miras lying above the upper line are: 09164-5349 (see Section 11), [ABC89]Cir1, V2548 Sgr and [ABC89]Cru17, the latter being the only point well away from the line (NB the differ- ences between Miras and non-Miras and between 'peculiar' and 'normal' relate to the variability characteristics and are described in Section 4.2). The normal non-Mira above the line is [ABC89]Pup3. The stars in a comparable position on the IRAS diagram are these same peculiar non-Miras plus EV Eri and 10151-6008, while the normal non-Miras are R Scl (which has a detached dust shell, Bujarrabal & Cernicharo 1994) and T Ara (which is super lithium rich, Feast 1954).
PULSATION CHARACTERISTICS

Pulsation Periods
Periods (PK) were determined from a Fourier transform of the K light curve for all of the stars with SAAO nearinfrared observations on 8 or more dates; these are listed in Table 2 . Where a pulsation period has been published elsewhere it is listed in column 11 (P lit ) of Table 2 . These are taken from the following sources, in order of preference: GCVS, Le Bertre (1992), Jones et al. (1990) , Hipparcos (ESA 1997) or Pojmański (2002) . Figure 4 shows our period plotted against the value from the literature. The agreement is generally better than 5 percent and a brief discussion of the exceptional cases follows:
V477 Mon The original period is from Maffei (1966) who indicated it as "M? P=820:: days". The near-infrared observations are not consistent with this value and we use the newly determined 619 days which provides a very good fit to these data. 
V1965 Cyg
The original period is from Jones et al. (1990) (who incorrectly associates AFGL 2417 with V1129 Cyg) and there is evidence for rather erratic behavior in both their and our light curves. Analyzing the two data sets together (using only the 6 observations actually listed in their paper) suggests a period of 617 days.
BH Cru This is known to have a lengthening period ( and our data, which were obtained in two batches with a gap in the middle, suggests a change from 491 to 524 days, between 1984/9 and 1997/2004. V617 Mon The GCVS period is 375: days with which the near-infrared observations are not consistent. We use the newly determined 444 days which provides a very good fit to our data.
FU Car The GCVS variability type and period of M: and P=365: days respectively, come from Luyten (1927) who records FU Car's variability along with that of another star and notes "The available plates are insufficient for a determination of the light curves, but the possibility is indicated that both variables have a period of nearly one year, and a range of at least two magnitudes". This is consistent with our determination of 431 days and our assertion that it is not a Mira.
TV Vel GCVS records this as variability type M with P=365 days and no indication of any uncertainty. There is no clear source for the period. We also classify TV Vel as a Mira, but it is certainly a border-line case. Our data are inconsistent with the 365 day period.
W Sex The difference between the GCVS period of 134 days and the Hipparcos period of 200 days was noted by . Our newly determined period of 195 days is consistent with the Hipparcos value. It is not a Mira.
RT Cap This is not a Mira and the GCVS period of 393 days is inconsistent with the 359 days derived here.
V518 Pup The 448 day period comes from the ASAS database of Pojmański (2002) who also classifies it as a Mira. The 228 day period derived from the IR data is inconsistent with the ASAS data. While 228 days is the best fit to the infrared photometry, 448 days is also a possible solution. In this case 448 days would be preferred and is in fact the value we adopt, but the Mira classification must be regarded as uncertain.
Figs. A-1 and A-2, in the appendix, illustrate for Miras and other variables, respectively, the K light curves plotted as a function of phase for the stars with sufficient data to determine a period.
From this it can be seen that the accuracy of the derived periods and amplitudes varies considerably from one star to the next, depending on the number of observations, their distribution in time and the stability of the light curve over the sampling interval. Most of the illustrations show the K magnitude phased at the period determined from the K data. Where satisfactory periods could not be determined from our data they are shown phased at the GCVS period. For 10220-5858 a period of 585: days is given, but 290: is also possible. Although we use the 585 day period in the following discussion the blue colours and low amplitude would fit better with the shorter period.
Variability Class
In view of the fact that we wish to use the Mira PeriodLuminosity (PL) relation to estimate the distance to the C-stars it is vital that we decide if particular stars can be classed as Miras or not. According to the classical GCVS definition Miras have characteristic late-type emission spectra (Ce in the cases we are discussing) and V light amplitudes greater than 2.5 mag. Their periodicity is well pronounced, and periods lie in the range from 80 to 1000 days. For many of the stars of interest very little is known about the V magnitude and we must make the best estimate we can from other sources of information. Unfortunately the distinction between Miras and other types of long period variable is not as clearcut for C-rich stars as it is for O-rich ones, where the JHKL colours of Miras and non-Miras are distinctly different (e.g. Whitelock et al. 1995) .
Where there are sufficient observations we determine if a star is a Mira or not on the basis of the SAAO infrared photometry; if it is clearly periodic and has a peak-to-peak K amplitude over 0.4 mag we call it a Mira and assign it to class 1n. If the variations are not periodic or are less than 0.4 mag at K we assign it to class 2n, and call it a nonMira. If there are insufficient data to do this we use the GCVS or ASAS classification if there is one. Otherwise, if our K magnitudes differ from published values (Aaronson, 2MASS ...) by 0.4 mag or more we assign it to class 1n else to class 2n. Stars classified in this last way are labeled with a colon after the classification in Table 2 as they are clearly less certain than the others. There are 74 class 2n and 165 class 1n in the table.
The assignment of the second digit, or sub-class, of the variability classification is described in Table 4 . The sub-class to which a variable is assigned obviously depends strongly on how many observations we have, e.g. many objects of type 13 would probably be classed as type 11 given more data. There is actually only one star, V1420 Aql, catalogued as type 12, which is illustrated in the last panel of Fig. A-1 , although there are several marginal cases, e.g.
[ABC89]Cir27, as can be seen from the illustrated light curves. Even with V1420 Aql there is some uncertainty in its period and if it is plotted at the other period given in Table 2 (676 days from Le Bertre 1992) then the second peak is less pronounced. Our classification agrees reasonably well with the GCVS for most of the 102 stars in common and we briefly discuss the 10 differences here. We classify the following stars as Miras whereas the GCVS provided the classification given in parenthesis after the name: V471 Pup (SR:), V518 Pup (SR: also Mira in ASAS), UW Pyx (Lb: also Mira in ASAS), RW LMi (SRa), CF Cru (Lb), FX Ser (Lb:). The ASAS classification, based on optical data, is relevant as they have many more observations than we do and can do a better job with classifying visually bright variables. However, we agree with the GCVS classification of V374 Aql (SR) rather than the M: assigned by ASAS. The following were classed as Miras in the GCVS: FU Car, V354 Cen, V348 Sco and V503 Mon, but are classed as non-Miras here, because their K amplitudes are much less than expected from Miras.
The Mira nature of 10220-5858 is uncertain, it has a low amplitude and small K − [12] for its period and limited data suggest an erratic light curve.
A number of authors have noted that the IRAS colours of [ABC89]Cir1 are those expected for a silicate shell (e.g. Chen et al. 1993 and references therein) and it has been investigated on this basis. We note that it has a slightly larger K − L than normal non-Miras.
Of the 57 C stars in the Aaronson sample, 26 are Miras, and periods in the range 265 to 652 days have been determined for 24 of them, while the other 31 are erratic or low amplitude variables.
Of the 93 C-stars in the IRAS sample, 86 are Miras and periods ranging from 431 to 948 days were determined for 69 of them, while the other 7 are low amplitude or erratic variables. Of the 26 C-stars in the faint IRAS sample 12 are Miras, and periods in the range 495 to 714 days were determined for 10 of them, while the other 14 are erratic or low amplitude variables. Table 2 gives the Fourier-mean magnitudes and amplitudes for all of the stars discussed here. These were derived by fitting first order sine curves to the light curves, and the peak-to-peak amplitudes of those curves are also tabulated. The number of points used in the fit is listed in the last column. This may be less than the full number of observations available, as it is for stars showing obscuration events where we have excluded cycles showing heavy obscuration (see section 11). This is somewhat subjective and the results dependent on how well any particular light curve is covered.
Mean Magnitudes and Amplitudes
The pulsation amplitude generally decreases with increasing wavelength, although there are a few examples of ∆J < ∆H. Where the source is faint at J a low amplitude may indicate contamination of the J flux by another source in the aperture; there are, however, examples, e.g. CW Leo, where the measured amplitudes are definitely a true reflection of the C star variations. Fig. 5 shows the dependence of pulsation amplitude on colour. Although there is a great deal of scatter, the amplitude and colour are clearly correlated. While there will be several effects contributing to this dependence, the primary one will be the amplitude's direct or indirect dependence on temperature fluctuations of the star. We also anticipate a correlation between the stellar pulsation amplitude, as measured by ∆K, and the massloss rate, as measured by K − [12] which is proportional to the optical depth of the shell (see section 6 and Whitelock, Pottasch & Feast (1987) . It is not possible to separate the effects of temperature fluctuations and pulsation amplitude changes with the available information.
The peaks of the energy distributions for these stars is at wavelengths over 2.5µm (the combined effect of low temperature and thick circumstellar dust shells), therefore at J and H and usually also at K and L, we are sampling the Wien part of the energy distribution which is extremely sensitive to temperature fluctuations. The cooler the star the larger the flux changes at JHKL that will be caused by small changes of the stellar temperature. Molecular opacity fluctuations in the JHKL bands, also in response to temperature changes of the star, will serve to magnify the amplitude dependence on stellar temperature. Thus to a first approximation we might expect the JHKL amplitudes to tell us more about the temperature of the C star, and changes in its temperature around the pulsation cycle, than about the bolometric amplitude of the pulsations themselves. The colours that we discuss here, including K − [12], are much more strongly influenced by reddening of the circumstellar shell than they are by the temperature of the underlying star (see Section 6). Nevertheless, the cooler stars will tend to have the thicker dust shells, so we still understand the correlation in Fig. 5 to be very considerably a consequence of fluctuations in the stellar temperature, but with a good deal of scatter as the thickness of the shell is not a simple function of the temperature of the star.
MIRA PERIOD-LUMINOSITY RELATION
The existence of a PL relationship for Mira variables was discussed in detail by Feast et al. (1989) for O-and C-rich Miras in the LMC. Subsequently Whitelock et al. (2003) discussed the PL relation for longer-period, thick-shelled Miras also in the LMC, including photometry from IRAS and ISO. The studies by Feast et al. and by Whitelock et al. encompassed stars with multiple near-IR observations and therefore well defined mean magnitudes. Groenewegen & Whitelock (1996) used data for spectroscopically confirmed C stars only, but included those with single observations to provide a larger sample of LMC stars. All of these papers found rather similar bolometric PL relations for the C stars.
Here we combine the data from Feast et al. (1989) and Whitelock et al. (2003) to derive a PL relation for the C stars that covers the period range of interest for the Galac- tic C stars under discussion. We omit four stars classed by Whitelock et al. as C-rich: WBP14 for which the data were uncertain; 04496-6958 and SHV 05210-6904, which lie above the PL relation (Whitelock et al. suggested that this may be the result of extra energy from hot bottom burning, although that conclusion is controversial for a carbon star and more detailed studies are required to investigate these luminous stars); 05128-6455 which Matsuura et al. (2005) have shown to be O-rich. Thus we have 38 C-rich Miras which are illustrated in a PL diagram (Fig. 6 ), for which a least squares fit gives:
assuming that the distance modulus of the LMC is 18.50 mag. This is close to the relationships given in the various references cited above and is what we use in Section 9 to derive distances. Some of the 0.17 mag dispersion will be introduced by the limited temporal coverage of IRAS (the satellite did not observe long enough to provide mean magnitudes for these long period stars). This PL is distinctly different from that derived for Orich Miras (Feast et al. 1989; Whitelock et al. 2003) . Due to the differences in slope the relations, which are close at short periods, diverge at long period. At a period of 500 days the C-Miras are 27 percent fainter than their O-rich counterparts at the same period. Part of this difference may be due to the different energy distributions of the O-and C-rich stars which can lead to different systematic errors affecting the estimates of total luminosity (e.g. the strong water features which are present in O-rich, but not C-rich Miras). However, the large differences at long periods suggest that there may be real luminosity differences between the two types of Mira at a given period.
The PL relationship is revisited in Paper III of this series, where the kinematics of the Galactic C Miras are used to derive a zero-point. 
INFRARED COLOURS
In the following analysis we compare various data on Galactic C-rich Miras with comparable measurements of LMC objects. The LMC samples are taken from Feast et al. (1989) (with updated periods from Glass & Lloyd Evans (2003) ) and Whitelock et al. (2003) . Note that the Feast et al. stars, which were optically selected, do not have L or IRAS observations; many of the Whitelock et al. sample, which were selected from IRAS sources, do not have J measurements; thus not all the stars appear in all the diagrams. Two bright LMC C stars with distinctly blue colours for their period are always distinguished in the illustrations. These stars, which also lie above the bolometric period-luminosity relation, are thought to be undergoing hot bottom burning .
Figs. 7 and 9 illustrate the colours prior to correction for reddening. The stars illustrated here are those with 10 and 20 classifications in Table 2 and with at least 9 observations contributing to the mean. Thus they represent well-characterized normal Miras and non-Miras as far as it is possible to define them.
It is clear that the Miras spread to much redder colours than the non-Miras as one might expect given their higher mass-loss rates and resultant circumstellar shells. At the blue extreme the non-Miras and Miras follow slightly different loci in the two-colour diagrams, but the differences are subtle and it is not possible to distinguish between individuals in the two groups simply on the basis of their colours. This is in marked contrast to the situation for O-rich stars (e.g. Whitelock et al. 1995) .
The lines illustrated in these two figures represent a maximum likelihood fit to the Mira data and are given in equations 7 and 8, which are discussed later.
The reddening-corrected colours for the Miras only are illustrated in Figs. 8 and 10 where they are compared to the colours of Miras in the LMC (the derivation of the reddening corrections is given in Section 9, below). The colours of the Miras with peculiarities (class 1n, n=1,5), which are il- lustrated as open crosses, do not differ significantly from the class 10 Miras. The loci illustrated in the two figures were fitted by maximum likelihood to the class 10 objects only:
Note that the J values for some of the faint LMC sources mation between different photometric systems, which tend to be largest for J. The Galactic (H − K)0 and (K − L)0 period-colour relationships are compared to those for Miras in the LMC in Figs. 11 and 12 . There is no obvious difference between the class 10 and class 1n (n>1) Miras. There appear to be differences between the distributions of LMC and Galactic Miras in these figures, but there is a great deal of overlap between the two samples and the differences could plausibly be attributed to the very different selection effects in the Galactic and LMC samples. In particular it is possible that we would have been unable to measure the H flux for any LMC Miras with extremely red colours (H − K > 2.8). It is also likely that our selection criteria for the Aaronson and for the IRAS samples would have excluded most short period Miras. The relatively blue (H − K) and (K − L) colours of the Galactic Miras, compared to the LMC ones, with periods less than 500 days is notable.
Although neither H −K nor K −L shows a linear dependence on period there is certainly a trend to larger colours at longer period. The least-squares fit to the Galactic data in Figs. 11 and 12 (omitting the points at the shortest period, SZ Ara, in both figures and the one with the largest K − L, LL Peg, in Fig. 12) gives the following relationships: 
K − [12] is a very good indicator of the optical depth of the dust shell and hence of the dust mass-loss rate (e.g. Whitelock et al. 1994 ). There has been some discussion in the literature of differences in mass-loss rates between the Magellanic Clouds and the Galaxy. Such differences might be expected if Magellanic Cloud Miras have lower metallicity than their Galactic counterparts and therefore form dust with lower efficiency. If, however, the pulsation period of the Mira is a function of its metallicity, as it is for Orich Miras , differences between the two systems will be more subtle. A recent analysis by van Loon (2006) suggests that, while the situation is very complex, there is no evidence for a mass-loss rate dependence on metallicity. The differences seen in Fig. 13 seem to be relatively minor and may be due to selection effects in the various samples rather than to fundamental properties of the two galaxies.
The very large effect of selection criteria is well illustrated by Fig. 14 which shows only the Galactic C stars, but distinguished according to the original sample from which they were drawn. Note that there is almost no overlap between the bright IRAS selected stars, most of which have K − [12] 5 mag, and the optically selected Aaronson sample which all have K − [12] 5 mag. It is clear that the C Miras show a large range of colour at a given period and that selection criteria will determine how this range is sampled.
APPARENT BOLOMETRIC MAGNITUDES
The bolometric magnitude was calculated by spline fitting to the JHKL, 12 and 25 µm flux as a function of frequency, as described in Section 6 of Whitelock et al. (1994) and/or by spline fitting to JHKL MSX-A flux in the same way.
Some preliminary tests were done to compare the results of using spline fits to JHKL and MSX-A, -C and -D fluxes with those on JHKL and MSX-A. This because there were only 67 stars with the full data set. These tests indicated that a small colour correction was necessary if the integrations using only MSX-A were to give the same result as the full dataset. Thus the bolometric magnitudes derived by spline fitting JHKL and MSX-A were corrected by 0.0119 − 0.0148 × (K − L); its largest effect is to change the bolometric magnitude by only -0.055 mag.
There were 91 Miras with both MSX-A and IRAS data and the mean difference in the bolometric magnitudes derived from the two sets (IRAS-MSX) was −0.02 ± 0.03 mag, with extreme values of -0.73 and +0.35. The corrections with the largest absolute values were always for the redder sources, as the mid-infrared is less important for the bluer sources.
Where there is no value for J (24 stars), H (3 stars) or L (1 star) an estimate is made from one of the following relations, for the purpose of calculating the bolometric magnitude:
These loci are illustrated in Figs. 7 and 9 . If the 12 µm flux has been measured, but the 25 µm flux has not, the colour corrected [25] is estimated from:
Because it is only for very red stars that J or H were not measured, and only for blue ones that [25] was not measured, these estimates do not compromise the quality of the final bolometric magnitude. The L flux is much more important, but only one Mira with a known period, CF Cru, does not have a measured value for L, which is estimated from H via equation 8 above.
Given that we chose to reject the faint cycles for the very well observed stars we examine briefly the difference it would make to the bolometric magnitudes if we used faint rather than bright cycles, assuming that the cause of the change is line of site obscuration and that the IRAS and/or MSX fluxes remain constant. R For would go from m bol = 4.54 to 4.97, R Lep from m bol = 3.52 to 4.13 and II Lup from m bol = 3.89 to 4.07, the size of the change being strongly dependent on the relative contributions to the total flux from JHKL and from the mid-infrared.
BOLOMETRIC CORRECTIONS
The main interest in bolometric corrections is their use when limited data are available. With this in mind we provide, in Table 5 , the coefficients of the best fit least squares fourth order polynomials to the bolometric correction at K, BCK as a function of the colour (x − y):
for a variety of colours. The table also includes the maximum (max) and minimum (min) values of the colour for which the fit was determined (this type of fit should not be extrapolated), the error (σ) associated with an individual observation and the number of stars used in the fit (No). Two examples of these fits are shown in Fig. 15 for (J − K)0 and K0 − [12]. It is clearly possible to derive an accurate bolometric correction if observations in widely separated bands, such as K and [12] , are available. In practice it will often only be possible to use something like (J − K) when dealing with photometry from e.g. the 2MASS survey or typical measurements that are now being done on extragalactic C stars with large telescopes.
The curves listed in Table 5 provide excellent fits to the LMC C-star bolometric corrections discussed by Whitelock et al. (2003) and illustrated in their fig. 13 , although Table 5 . Coefficients for calculating the bolometric correction as a function of colour according to equation 10. the LMC data do show more scatter because the stars are fainter. There is no evidence of any difference between C stars in the Galaxy and the LMC in respect of the bolometric corrections as a function of colour. The lack of scatter in Fig. 15 is largely a consequence of the way the bolometric magnitudes are calculated. Thus, for example, if we examine II Lup during a bright cycle (K = 1.79 mag) we derive K − [12] = 5.92 and BCK = 2.15, while during a faint cycle (K = 3.0 mag) we obtain K −[12] = 7.12 and BCK = 1.2; both of these points fit on the curve in Fig. 15 . The bolometric magnitude derived from these data, m bol = 0.48 and 0.52, are not very different because the JHKL flux is only a small part of the total. In contrast, for R Lep we obtain K − [12] = 2.81 and BCK = 3.47 when it is bright (K = 0.07 mag) and K −[12] = 3.54 and BCK = 3.36 when it is faint (K = 0.8 mag). Again the points fall close to the curve in Fig. 15 , but the resulting bolometric magnitudes, m bol = 3.52 and 4.13, differ considerably because the JHKL flux is a major contributor to the total. 
INTERSTELLAR REDDENING AND DISTANCES
We assume that the Galactic C-rich Miras obey the LMC bolometric PL relation as discussed above (Section 5). Thus a first estimate can be made of the distance to the star by comparing the measured and absolute bolometric magnitudes. The extinction is then estimated using the Drimmel et al. (2003) three dimensional Galactic extinction model, including the rescaling factors that correct the dust column density to account for small scale structure seen in the DIRBE data, but not described explicitly by the model. The measured mean JHKL magnitudes are corrected for extinction following the reddening law given by Glass (1999) and the bolometric flux is recalculated. This process of calculating distance, extinction and bolometric magnitude is then iterated as necessary, typically two to five times, until the distance modulus changes by less than 0.01 mag. The extinction values, AV , derived in this way are listed in Table 6 . They range up to AV ∼ 5.8 and therefore have a significant effect on the JHKL colours and on the derived distances. We have 70 stars in common with those of Groenewegen et al. (2002) for which the derived distances can be compared. Groenewegen et al. calculate distances either from the PL relation of Groenewegen & Whitelock (1996) , for stars with known periods longer than 390 days, or from the 12 µm flux, with a bolometric correction that depends on the 25 to 12 µm flux ratio, for the others. The statistical agreement is good, with the average distance calculated by Groenewegen et al. for the 70 stars in common being only 8 percent larger than our value. There are, however, some individually large differences and some systematic trends. For the bluer sources (K − [12] < 6) our distances tend to be smaller because the apparent bolometric flux we derive is larger and there is a clear trend with colour. The Groenewegen et al. results for the 34 stars with K − [12] < 5.9 are 24 percent more distant than we find. The most extreme case is R Cap , K − [12] = 2.85, for which we find 1.52 kpc while Groenewegen et al. get 3.45 kpc (Le Bertre et al. (2001) got 1.33 kpc; see below). The main source of this difference is in the apparent bolometric magnitudes, which differ by 1.25 mag, although the absolute magnitudes also differ in such a way as to increase the difference in derived distance. Our results suggest that Groenewegen et al. systematically underestimated the contribution from HKL to the total flux, thereby underestimating the apparent bolometric flux for blue sources. This will have had very little effect on the red sources that make up the bulk of their C-star sample.
For the redder sources our distances tend to be slightly larger than the Groenewegen et al. ones, but For this purpose they assume M bol = −5.01 mag for all their sources (this is the bolometric magnitude we would associate with a Mira with a period of 530 days) indicating a factor of 1.8 uncertainty for the distances of individual sources owing to this latter assumption. They have only 3 sources in common with us, R Cap, HX CMa and 11318-7256, for which they estimate distances 9 to 30 percent smaller than we do.
CW Leo is a very well studied, thick-shelled, C star for which numerous distance estimates, in the range 0.11 to 0.17 kpc, have been made. It is also one of the few stars for which a geometric distance, of 0.145 kpc, has been measured using the dust outflow speed combined with the proper motion of the shell (Tuthill et al. 2000) . This value is in good agreement with our estimate of 0.14 kpc. Guandalini et al. (2005) tabulate distances (their tables 1 and 2) for various C stars including some Miras. For the four stars in common in their table 1 (which they describe as having "astrometric, or reliable, distance estimates") their distances are, in the mean, 7 percent larger than ours. For the 8 stars listed in both our Table 5 and in their table 2 , the mean difference is zero. The distances in table 1 of Guandalini et al. (2005) , which are described as "astrometric" are taken from Bergeat & Chevallier (2005) and are based on a procedure of Knapik et al. (1998) who corrected the Hipparcos parallaxes by a semi-empirical statistical method of their own. Contrary to a standard Lutz-Kelker type approach to this problem, which would have resulted in negative corrections to the parallaxes and absolute magnitudes, both positive and negative corrections result from their method. They do not discuss the uncertainties in the corrections applied.
However, it is clear from table 1 of Bergeat et al. (1998) that these corrections are often large. Knapik et al. (1998) also say (their section 5), ": individual values [of the corrections] may occasionally be wrong and a few such cases were detected from data at hand...... In such cases the catalogue value can be kept if positive or the star is abandoned".
So far as C-Miras are concerned, the possibility of using Hipparcos parallaxes to calibrate the zero-point of the PL(K) relation was investigated by . A definitive result was not obtained due primarily to the small number of C-Miras with parallaxes of significant weight. It may be possible to re-investigate this matter when the revision of the Hipparcos catalogue is completed (see van Leeuwen 2005 , van Leeuwen & Fantino 2005 .
The distances tabulated here probably represent the best currently available for carbon Miras, particularly for those where the light curve has been well characterized over many cycles. Noting the discussion in the last paragraph of Section 7 there is a potential problem in calculating accurate apparent bolometric luminosities during obscuration events (see also Section 11). If we had made JHKL observations of a C star with a thin dust shell (where most of the bolometric flux is emitted at near-infrared wavelengths) only during an obscuration event, then we would have underestimated its luminosity and overestimated its distance. It also remains possible that we have failed to identify a small number of bright hot-bottom-burning stars for which we will have underestimated the distances.
MASS-LOSS RATES
Mass-loss rates can be derived for many of these stars using the expression given by Jura (1987) :
where v15 is the outflow velocity in units of 15 km s −1 , d is the distance in kpc, L4 is the luminosity in units of 10 4 L⊙, Fν,60 is the flux from the dust at 60µm andλ is the mean wavelength of the light emerging from the star and its shell in units of 10 µm. Note that this equation assumes a constant dust-to-gas ratio. The results are given in Table 6 .
For the outflow velocity (v15) we use the expansion velocities tabulated by Groenewegen et al. (2002) while noting that those authors, in their own calculation of mass loss add an additional drift velocity (of the order of 2 or 3 km s −1 ) to their expansion velocities to determine the outflow velocity. For the stars in our sample which have no measured expansion velocity we assume 19 km s −1 , this being the mean for the 68 stars in our sample which have all the other parameters necessary to calculateṀ . We find thatλ varies from 0.23 to 1.42, i.e. it is generally somewhat larger than the 0.3 assumed by Groenewegen et al. particularly for the very red stars which constitute the bulk of their sample.
For Fν,60 we use the IRAS flux at 60µm, and where there is no IRAS flux at this wavelength we do not attempt to calculate mass-loss rates. Note that this approach will result in an overestimate of the mass-loss rate if the shell is very thin and a significant fraction of the 60µm flux actually originates from the underlying star. We can estimate the effect by assuming the stars radiate as blackbodies at the temperatures given by Bergeat et al. (2002) and using the K mag given in Table 6 to estimate the stellar contribution to the measured 60µm flux. Bergeat et al. tabulate temperatures for 4 of the 5 stars (none for R Cap) listed with logṀ < −6.4 M⊙yr −1 in Table 6 . For V Oph, ZZ Gem, VX Gem and SZ Ara the stellar contribution to the 60µm flux will be approximately 39, 32, 23 and 12 percent, respectively. For these 5 stars (including R Cap, where the contribution from the star is estimated at 20 percent) the mass-loss rates given in the table have been adjusted by the amount indicated; for all the others the effect will be negligible.
For very close stars the 60µm flux will have been spatially resolved and therefore not entirely included in the IRAS PSC estimate. In which case the mass-loss rates would be underestimated. The 3 stars with distances under 500 pc are the only ones where the extended nature of the source is likely to be significant; these are CW Leo, R Lep and RW LMi. Two of these stars (CW Leo and R Lep) were examined by Young, Phillips & Knapp (1993) who found extended contributions from both, amounting to about 10 percent of the PSC flux. The mass-loss values tabulated for these three stars have therefore been increased by 10 percent. For all the other stars the effect will probably be insignificant, but certainly less than 10 percent.
A number of authors have calculated mass-loss rates for C-rich Miras and the results differ quite significantly from one paper to another. There are many factors which contribute to these differences, but uncertainty in the distance, which appears squared in equation 11, is always a major factor. This aspect has already been discussed in Section 9. Whitelock et al. (1987) showed that mass-loss rates of relatively thin shelled O-rich Miras depended on their pulsation amplitudes, providing strong support for the role of pulsation in driving mass loss. While it would be very interesting to do a similar exercise for the C Miras under discussion, it is unfortunately not practical. As shown in Fig. 5 and discussed in Section 4.3 the JHKL amplitudes tell us little about the pulsation amplitude of the star. Ideally we should measure the bolometric amplitude, but this must await monitoring at mid-infrared wavelengths. Fig. 16 shows how the mass-loss rates depend on colour. The line is a polynomial fit to the Galactic C Miras:
The LMC Miras discussed by Whitelock et al. (2003) are shown for comparison. The two groups follow the same trend and the slight displacement of the LMC points with respect to the Galactic ones should not be seen as significant in view of the different assumptions that went into the mass-loss rate calculations (see van Loon et al. 1999 for the LMC data). The relationship is also qualitatively similar to that found for O-rich stars (Whitelock et al. 1994 fig. 21 ) and covers the transition from an optically thin dust shell, K − [12] < 5, to optically thick one K − [12] > 7.
LONG TERM TRENDS, OBSCURATION EVENTS AND THE RCB PHENOMENON
The very extended atmospheres of Miras are intrinsically unstable and all their light curves show some level of vari- ability from one cycle to another. However, some Miras show much greater variability (typically around ∆K ∼ 1 mag on top of the normal pulsation), which can be understood as the result of dramatically changing obscuration from dust. Detailed descriptions have been given for R For (Whitelock et al. 1997 ) and II Lup where the obscurations are attributed to the ejection of dust puffs in our line of sight. It is clear from these references that the dust ejection cannot be in the form of a spherically symmetric shell. A similar phenomenon has been noted in the photographic red magnitudes of northern C stars, measured over a period of 30 years (Alksnis 2003) . These obscuration events in C-rich Miras are phenomenologically similar to those observed in the H-deficient RCB C stars. The RCB stars are characterized by apparently random declines in brightness of 7 mag or more in visual light. The brightness variations are a consequence of the ejection of puffs of material at random times and in essentially random directions (e.g. Feast 1996) . C-rich dust condensing in these puffs of material is responsible for the observed extinction. There is as yet no consensus on the evolutionary status of, or the mechanism for mass-loss from, RCB stars.
As discussed by Feast et al. (2003) there are differences in the details of obscuration events in Miras and RCB stars, but these are to be expected given the differences in the sizes, outflow velocities and temperatures of the stars involved.
In this section we look at the additional information provided on this phenomenon by the data presented here. The frequency of occurrence is obviously important; we see clear obscuration events in 5 out of 18 Miras for which we have at least 25 observations. This should probably be regarded as a lower limit as some of those with photometry over a limited time may eventually show obscuration events if observed for long enough. We therefore estimate the fraction of C-rich Miras exhibiting obscuration events at very roughly one third. Furthermore, we demonstrated above (see Figs. 8 to 13 ) that there is no difference in the infrared properties of the Miras in which obscuration events have been observed and those in which they have not. It is therefore possible that all Miras will be seen to do this if monitored for long enough.
Although, as we discuss below, the phenomenon is also observed among non-Miras, the statistics for this group are not reliable. Our primary interest in this work has been the Miras and we generally stopped observing other stars when we had sufficient observations to establish that they were not large amplitude variables.
In the following some individual examples are briefly discussed. Given in brackets after each star name is the variability type (M or SR) and the number of SAAO nearinfrared observations that are available. Although more data are presented here we do not reconsider the behaviour of R For (M 209) or II Lup (M 264) mentioned at the start of this section.
EV Eri (SR 92) was discussed by Whitelock et al. (1997) who estimated its period at 228 days, not significantly different from the 226 days derived here from a slightly larger dataset. Since then it has undergone an obscuration phase (Fig. 17 ) similar to those shown by the Miras R For (Whitelock et al. 1997 ) and R Lep (see below and Fig. 18 ). At its dimmest EV Eri was fainter than usual by ∆J ∼ 1.1, ∆H ∼ 0.9, ∆K ∼ 0.8 and ∆L ∼ 0.7 mag. Gigoyan et al. (1998) classified it as C-type (R or N) on an objective prism spectrum and identify it with CGCS611 (Ste85-21), presumably incorrectly as the coordinates differ significantly (EV Eri: 04 09 07.48 -09 14 12.0; CGCS611: 04 03 39.20 -09 13 17.3 (Equinox 2000)). In view of the similarity of the light curve of EV Eri to those of RCB stars it would be interesting to see what a higher resolution spectrum revealed. As discussed above this star shows IRAS colours (see Fig. 2 , where K − [12] = 2.14 and [12] − [25] = 1.02) that are unusual among non-Mira C-rich variables. RCB stars show an excess at near-infrared wavelengths (e.g. Feast et al. 1997; Feast 1997) .
R Lep (M 154) was discussed by Whitelock et al. (1997) . The light curve from the larger dataset is illustrated in the top part of Fig. 18 , while the bottom part shows the K curve after removing the 438 day periodic term (modelled as a sine curve plus its harmonic). The smoothness of this residual is a measure of the regularity of the underlying 438 day pulsation. An analysis of data from the AAVSO archive gives a period of 436 days and shows an earlier deep minimum around JD 2443700 in addition to the one illustrated here.
R Vol (M 88). There is little to add to the discussion by Whitelock et al. (1997) , but to note that R Vol is brighter now, at JHK and L than it has ever been in the 24 years we have been observing it. The most recent maximum recorded by the AAVSO, around JD 2453000, is the brightest in almost 100 years. The star may be emerging from a prolonged obscuration event.
09164-5349 (SR 14) has a rather remarkable light curve, illustrated in Fig. 19 , which was typical of a very low amplitude SR variable for more than 1000 days before it started a slow decline, changing in brightness by ∆K > 2.0 mag and ∆J > 3.5 mag over the next 800 days. Epchtein et al. (1990) reported JHKLM photometry from January 1986, i.e. almost 10 years before our first observations, at the same bright quiescent level as our early measurements with K = 2.14. Because of its unusual IRAS colours (e.g. it lies above the dashed line which separates most O-and C-rich stars in Fig. 2 ) 09176-5147 has been identified by various authors as a potential C star with silicate dust shell (e.g. Chen et al. 1993) although no evidence was found for anything other than a normal C-rich shell. The colour changes during the fading event suggest an increase in dust absorption. This particular object differs from most others showing dust obscuration events in that it does not show evidence for pulsation or other types of large amplitude variability. Groenewegen et al. (2002) did not detect CO emission.
If 09164-5349 is indeed exhibiting the same type of obscuration event as the other stars discussed in this section it is particularly important because its existence proves that the phenomenon is not necessarily associated with large amplitude pulsation (10136-5743 and 16406-1406 may not be pulsating, but that is not proved beyond any doubt).
10136-5743 (M: 13) has a large amplitude, ∆K > 1 mag, but is not obviously periodic (Fig. 19) , although a period of the order of 1000 days is possible if the light curve is erratic. There has been very little published on this object beyond confirmation that it is a carbon star. It may be similar to 16406-1406.
16406-1406 (M: 28) is one of the most peculiar stars in the survey. It is also one of the few objects for which we have no spectroscopic evidence for its C-type classification, and this must therefore be regarded as uncertain. There has been very little published about it. Kwok et al. (1997) describe the IRAS spectrum as type-F, i.e. showing a featureless continuum. It is very red 3.3 < K − L < 4.0, and has large amplitude variations, ∆K > 1.5 mag, with no evidence for periodicity unless it is with a period of about 1800 days and very erratic. 16406-1406 has similarities to 10136-5743. It is also possible that it is like R For and that the periodicity has been totally disrupted by an obscuration event. In Table 2 we tentatively classified it as a Mira because of its large amplitude variability, but the light curve of Fig. 19 does not suggest Mira-like periodicity.
In summary, these obscuration events occur in very roughly one third of C-rich Miras and in an unknown fraction of other C-rich variable stars. It is possible that they are related to the RCB phenomenon as discussed above and it would certainly be worth making a more detailed study of the abundances and other properties of these stars. It is also possible that these stars are in binary systems with low level interactions. It may even be that the RCB-like mass loss is triggered by binary-related effects. Although obscuration events are not seen among solitary O-rich Miras they are very common among symbiotic Miras (Whitelock 1987) , where they are thought to be a consequence of binary star interaction. It is also worth noting that the well studied Crich binary SR variable V Hya shows colour changes (e.g. Olivier et al. 2001) which are modulated at its orbital period but which otherwise look very similar to the obscuration phenomenon under discussion. At the same time we do have enough data to be certain that the obscuration events in R For are not periodic (Whitelock et al. 1997 ).
Finally we note that Woitke & Niccolini's (2005) results offer at least a partial explanation of the obscuration events. In their model for dust driven winds in AGB stars, instabilities (hydrodynamical, radiative or thermal) allow the occasional formation of dust clouds close to the star in temporarily shielded areas; these clouds are then accelerated outward by radiation pressure. At the same time, but elsewhere, thinner dust-free matter falls back towards the star. In this way a turbulent and dynamical environment is created close to the star, which can be expected to produce the strongly inhomogeneous dust distribution which we observe in the C stars discussed here. 
